
 

 

 

In short how to pack the BTC. 
1. Loosen the pedals and lower the saddle. 

2. Attach the loop and hook bands to the handles. 

3. Loosen the stem/handlebar from the fork tube -leave hanging. 

4. Add spacers to the fork tube -screw on the plate firmly. 

5. Fasten the handlebar to the bike with the loop and hook bands. 

6. Place -the saddle on the saddle foam -the bar to the screws, lock 

with rubber cords and wing nuts. 

7. Take of the pedals and position inverted, fix with band and foam. 

8. Position the cage mid, hang the wheels by the bands. 

9. Fit the cage tops and position the cross-tube. 

10. Connect one cage side, fixate the wheel with the loop and hook 

bands. 

11. Wrap the textile over the edges and zip partly. 

12. Repeat 9 and 10 on the other side. 

13. Hang the plastic bag over the frame inside the wheels. Zip and go!  

 

Details to include in step 5,6,7 and 9. 

5. Position to avoid direct hard contact with the frame and use the foams. 

6. You can move the supports to any of five positions to center your bike in 

the BTC and reposition the knots on the rubber cords to adjust how firm 

the saddle sits on the foam. 

7. Place the discs on the inside, reposition the axles and the tubes in the 

frame. The hub tubes are 110 and 148 mm – cut to fit your bike if needed. 

9. Six possible positions for the cross-tube. 

Check so that all is fixed and in position -adjust if needed and add foam 

where contact between parts are at risk- zip and go. 

Content: BTC including Cage mid x2, Cage top x2, Cage side x2, Cross-tube, 

Tube-148, Tube-110, Band x4, Foam, Foam-band x4, Spacers x3, Screw, Bar, 

Wing nut x2, Sticker x2 and instruction. 

Watch assembly video on www.pexp.se for more details 

 

 

http://www.pexp.se/

